
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Introduction 

Inspiring leaders to 
improve children’s lives 

Schools and academies 

Why leaders need to be learners 
Bill Lucas, September 2010 

Resource 

“The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who 
cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, 
and relearn.” 

Alvin Toffler 

“For most subjects, a pedagogy that mixes indirect, lifelike 
methods and direct, focused ones will yield the highest 
student interest and attainment.” 

E D Hirsch 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

This paper explores some core principles of learning, those for which there is strong evidence. It argues 
that school leaders need to have a thorough understanding of how children learn so that they can 
enhance learning outcomes for pupils, develop those staff for whom they are responsible and contribute 
to the creation of a culture of continuous improvement. A vital part of the job of a middle leader is to be 
a powerful role model demonstrating passion for and active engagement in life-long learning. To do their 
job effectively, middle leaders need to have a good understanding of the science as well as the craft of 
learning. They need to be confident that they understand how people learn so that they can teach and 
coach others. And they need to be clear that, as well as instilling in young people a deep understanding 
of the subjects that they teach, the role of school is to prepare people who can learn throughout their 
lives whatever they need to learn. Reading and writing, as Alvin Toffler reminds us, while core to being 
educated, are necessary but not sufficient elements of 21st-century education. 
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Learning to learn and acquiring knowledge 

For a long while we thought that, while it was possible to learn how to speak French or to solve quadratic 
equations, it was not possible to learn how to learn. But in the last 30 years we have begun to see that 
learning is itself learnable. Initially referred to by the term ‘metacognition’ (Flavell, 1976), we are talking 
here about students’ awareness of what is going on as they are learning. For when we are 
metacognitively aware, we are noticing what is going on, wondering whether we have selected the best 
method, reflecting on progress made, heeding our emotions while not letting them get the better of us, 
and adapting the approaches we adopt in the light of all of this information. 

Initially, early forms of learning to learn got into schools in the 1980s via the teaching of study skills, 
often to pupils who needed a crash course to get them through tests or examinations or to students who 
were struggling to cope with their lessons. Then it found expression in the 1990s under the banner of 
emotional intelligence as the repertoire of cognitive processes was expanded to include feeling as well as 
thinking. In the last decade, through the pioneering work in the UK of, for example, Guy Claxton and his 
Building Learning Power materials (Claxton, 2002), the Campaign for Learning (www.campaign-for-
learning.org.uk) and the RSA (www.thersa.org.uk), learning to learn has begun to take root in schools 
with teachers and school leaders. And internationally there are several notable examples of good practice 
and in some cases widespread reform embracing learning to learn as a centrally important process1 The 
thing that all of these initiatives have in common is that they are increasingly seeking to define the 
dispositions or habits of mind (Costa & Kallick, undated) that effective learners need to thrive in today’s 
world. 

Most recently there has been a debate in both the USA and England about the relative importance of 
process skills versus content knowledge. As E D Hirsch put it some while ago: ’To stress critical thinking 
while de-emphasising knowledge reduces a student’s capacity to think critically’. (Hirsch, 1999). Of course 
this is true. Equally, not to cultivate critical thinking is patently unhelpful. It is a core role of middle 
leaders to ensure that neither content knowledge nor learning to learn skills are neglected. 

Activity 1 

Think about the subject area you know best in your school and the classroom experiences of pupils. 
How confident are you about the subject knowledge of the teachers? How do you know this? How 
confident are you about the kinds of learning to learn skills being taught? Again, how do you know 
this? Is the balance between content and process about right?  

1 See www.pz.harvard.edu/index.cfm, 
www.nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/the_new_zealand_curriculum/key_competencies and 
www.learningtolearn.sa.edu.au 
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The science of learning and school 
improvement 
An important development in recent years has been the realisation that there is a growing body of 
research from various scientific fields which can help us to get better at learning. An important milestone 
along the way was the publication by the American National Academies Press, edited by John Bransford, 
of How people learn (Bransford et al, 2000). For the first time, researchers from various scientific 
disciplines came together to take stock of what we know about how we learn. Influenced by this and, 
more recently by work sponsored by the ESRC in the UK (James et al, 2007), in New Zealand2 and by 
various states in Australia3, there is an increasingly evidence-based approach to applying the learning 
sciences in schools.  

First things first. Let’s be absolutely clear. Learning about learning improves performance. Indeed, as 
Chris Watkins puts it, ‘For nearly 20 years it has been known that students with more elaborated 
conceptions of learning perform better in public examinations at age 16’ (Watkins et al, 2001; Watkins, 
2010). This is true of the end of secondary education and there are many studies making similar points 
for younger learners. In his detailed analysis of the impact of various teaching and learning methods, 
John Hattie (2009) goes further still in identifying which aspects of learning to learn strategies have 
greatest impact. General metacognitive strategies (in his words ‘thinking about thinking’) have a 
significant effect on attainment, and two in particular – the use of self-reported grades by students and 
the practice of formative evaluation by teachers – have a significant effect.  

While it is important to be able to talk more precisely about what is going on – for example targets, gaps 
and so on (indeed this is essential) – such a focus can make it less likely that real improvement happens. 
For the paradox about getting better at learning is that if you focus on performance as your goal you are 
less likely to do well than if you adopt a learning orientation.  

More fundamentally and important philosophically is the view that schools can not only close the gap for 
students by creating the conditions for them to become both more effective learners and better 
examination achievers, they can also enable students to expand their intelligence. Guy Claxton and I have 
recently reviewed the evidence for the learnability of intelligence in New Kinds of Smart: How the science 
of learnable intelligence is changing education (Lucas & Claxton, 2010). It is increasingly clear to us that 
sustainable school improvement is not just about certain (albeit important) leadership actions; it is also 
influenced by deeply entrenched and sometimes mistaken views about intelligence. And the most 
corrosive of these myths is the idea that intelligence is almost entirely fixed. For such a belief leads 
educators to conclude that while they may make use of what intelligence individual students possess, 
there is little they can to do to alter it.  

Any approaches adopted will be limited or thwarted if old and unjustified assumptions about the nature of 
children’s minds and about the nature of learning itself are left in place, unexamined. If we were to carry 
on assuming that some children are born intelligent, while others simply do not have the brain-power 
required to master difficult ideas in physics or history, say, then the options for change will inevitably be 
limited. If, on the other hand, intelligence is seen as itself learnable, then a whole different set of 
educational possibilities become thinkable.  

2 See www.nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/the_new_zealand_curriculum/key_competencies 
3 See, for example, South Australia’s Learning to Learn, www.learningtolearn.sa.edu.au 
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So what assumptions can we make with certainty about learning; what are the principles that underpin 
world-class learning? And what are their implications for classroom practice and for the role of middle 
leaders? In this paper I will be exploring 12 principles drawn from the research literature and inviting you 
to consider how each one might impact on classroom practice and what the implications are for you as a 
middle leader. 

Activity 2 

Before you turn over this page, see if you can make your own list of 12 learning principles, your 
own set of beliefs about learning. Choose those that you think you could defend in terms of 
research you have read or undertaken. You might like to use the format ‘Learning is …’. Don’t 
worry if you cannot come up with as many as 12. 

Now turn over. 
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Key principles of learning 

This section outlines 12 principles of learning. They have been carefully selected, with each one having: 

 good research evidence to support it  
 significant implications which middle leaders may wish to consider 
 a number of practical implications for classroom practice 

There are, of course, many more than 12 useful principles that might have an impact. Indeed, part of 
your job as a middle leader is to develop a coherent sense of what you think is important, drawing on 
your own knowledge and experience and matching it to your context. The annotated reading list that I 
have produced for the facilitated session on learning provides some other perspectives on which you may 
wish to draw (National College, 2009). In the following pages I take each of the principles in turn and 
explore it in more detail, sometimes taking the opportunity to go a little deeper. At the end of each one I 
will be inviting you to think about your own degree of confidence, the implications for classroom practice 
and your leadership role. 

Key principles of learning 

1. Learning is life-long and part of what makes us human. 
2. Learning and wellbeing are closely connected. 
3. Learning works best when the learner’s prior learning is recognised. 
4. Learning and context are closely linked. 
5. Becoming an expert learner requires practice. 
6. Learning that is worthwhile actively engages the learner. 
7. Learning involves feeling as well as thinking. 
8. Learning involves social as well as individual processes. 
9. Learning involves doing as well as thinking. 
10. Learning requires reflection. 
11. Learning is influenced by mindset. 
12. Learning is learnable. 
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1. Learning is life-long and part of what 
makes us human 
As the quotation with which this paper begins suggests, learning is fundamental to our lives. Learning 
knows no boundaries. What begins in the classroom finds its way onto the street and in through the front 
door of the home. Learning is at the heart of what it is to be alive. It is our means of making sense of 
experience, of adapting to new situations and of realising our full potential. Schools are the foundation for 
life-long learning (Hargreaves, 2004; Claxton & Lucas, 2009).  

But herein lies a problem. For the learning that we do in our wider lives often bears little resemblance to 
what we experience in schools. A classic description of the difference between learning in educational 
institutions and learning elsewhere (at work and at home, for example) was provided by Lauren Resnick 
(1987) more than 20 years ago. Table 1 adapts Resnick’s thinking to show some of the most obvious 
differences between learning in school and learning for life. 

Table 1 

Learning in school and college Learning at work and at home 

Often individualistic 
Largely using abstract thought 
Decontextualised 
Extrinsically motivated 
Generalised 

Often collaborative 
Mainly using practical tools 
Real context 
Intrinsically motivated 
Situation-specific 

Source: Resnick, 1987 

Of course Table 1 exaggerates the features of the two domains. It is perfectly possible for learning in a 
classroom to be highly collaborative just as it is possible for training at work to have very low intrinsic 
motivational value. 

Schools that genuinely see their role as laying the foundations for a lifetime of learning deliberately seek 
to make connections between what is being taught and how it might be applied in the real world; 
studying maps in geography lessons has an obvious connection with using maps on a car journey, for 
example. Of course not all learning has an immediate application, but even then it may be possible to 
make links. So, a lesson about glaciation may allow you to talk about the many vocational opportunities 
for geographers, from weather forecasting to surveying. 

Question to ponder 

How well does your school make the link between what happens in the classroom and what 
happens in pupils’ lives outside school? What could you do to improve this?  
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2. Learning and wellbeing are closely 
connected 
The self-esteem movement has done such a good job of reminding us of the importance of young 
learners feeling good about themselves that sometimes the research evidence can get hidden. It is 
possible to become fixated on creating so many opportunities for bolstering pupil confidence that we 
actually, paradoxically, end up reducing it. Eric Hirsch makes this argument effectively (Hirsch, 1999) 
where he suggest that praise that is not linked with genuine (he means mainly academic) achievement 
can breed complacency or scepticism. 

There is a complex relationship between learning, wellbeing and confidence which often leads to 
polarised arguments. Do you need to be well in order to learn (have enough self-esteem at least)? Or do 
you get well by learning (become engaged by trying out worthwhile new things)? Of course, as Abraham 
Maslow showed many years ago, we have fundamental needs for shelter and belonging which need to be 
met before we can readily become engaged. But it is through learning challenging and worthwhile things 
with other people that we become really happy. Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi (1997) calls this the state of 
flow. Real or deep enjoyment seems to have a number of ingredients including clear goals, lots of 
feedback, enough challenge for the level of skill available and absorbed attention in the task at hand. In 
such moments we cannot be distracted and lose our sense of time. As Csikszentmihalyi puts it: ‘In many 
ways the secret to a happy life is to learn to get flow from as many of the things we do as possible’. 

Question to ponder 
To what extent are you and those teachers with whom you work more closely providing sufficiently 
challenging and worthwhile opportunities for learners? What measures could you routinely use to 
be able to talk with confidence about pupil wellbeing? 
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3. Learning works best when the learner’s 
prior learning is recognised 
When we learn we do so by building on what we already know. Once we have experienced something, 
we begin to be able to have some kind of internal sense of what it is. Until that time we are simple 
processing the novel. But we learn by a process of adaptation, matching prior experience to current 
events or modifying our previously held mental models when current experience does not seem to fit with 
them. This is what Jean Piaget (1954) meant by the terms ‘assimilation’ and ‘accommodation’.  

Assimilation is when we fit our experience into a previous theory that we have developed; 
accommodation is when we adapt our theory in the light of experience. So, let’s suppose you had a 
general theory that said ‘all children behave well’ then you would simply assimilate positive experiences of 
this mental model. But were the children you knew to start behaving badly, then you would be faced with 
a choice as to whether to accommodate this new experience and rethink your theory or to account for 
this contrary experience in some other way (‘they must be tired’, ’the task is too difficult’ etc).4 

One way of harnessing the prior knowledge and experience of learners is to give them a more active role 
in teaching aspects of a lesson. (Every teacher who has had to teach something about which they do not 
feel confident knows how effective this is in flushing out exactly what they do or do not know about it.) 
But it turns out that appropriately engaging pupils in this way has a powerfully positive impact on 
attainment too: ‘The remarkable feature of [all this] evidence is that the biggest effects on student 
learning occur when teachers become learners of their own teaching, and when students become their 
own teachers… Many of the most debated issues are the ones with the least effects’ (Hattie, 2009). 

Unfortunately for teachers, just what pupils know or have already learned is not always clear. But there 
are some simple things that every teacher can do. Lessons, especially those that introduce a new topic, 
can routinely start by asking pupils to share what they already know using a range of methods. To help 
pupils successfully accommodate new ideas, teachers can consciously seek to offer models, diagrams, 
rules and formulas as mental models, drawing on their own expert knowledge of the subject. 

Question to ponder 
How could your school get better at finding out and then building on the knowledge pupils already 
have? 

4 For a practical exploration of accommodation and assimilation, see Lucas (2005). 
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4. Learning and context are closely linked 

When the concept of learning to learn was first gaining momentum in schools, some teachers made the 
mistake of assuming that you could somehow teach pupils how to learn at the expense of the subjects 
they were studying or that it could be learned in isolation, often in standalone courses. This is rarely the 
case. Real learning has a specific context. We understand how a sonnet works and at the same time 
improve our drafting skills or we explore the way molecules interact in different gases while honing our 
investigative skills. 

Different contexts also invite different ways of doing things. How we learn on a sports field, in a science 
lab or in a drama lesson is heavily influenced by the social situation and by the nature of the activity in 
which we are engaged. This field of research is sometimes referred to as ‘situated learning’ and draws on 
the work, for example, of Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger (1991). It seeks to understand more about how 
learners gain expertise in different contexts, and how they can watch and learn from others who are 
more expert than themselves. 

For middle leaders an obvious implication of the contextual nature of learning is the need to be more 
systematic in ensuring that something that is learned in one subject gets used in another lesson and 
then, perhaps most importantly, is applied outside school at home and in the wider community. This is 
what is referred to as learning transfer and for a long while we have known that it is at the heart of 
effective learning and teaching. But despite a growing understanding of the processes involved in 
transfer, we have been slow to utilise this knowledge. 

Some 20 years ago two researchers, Gavriel Salomon and David Perkins (1989), came up with a really 
useful way of looking at this. They suggested that there are two kinds of transfer: low-road and high-
road. Low-road transfer is when we you use knowledge and skill learned in one context in another 
situation without really having to think about it. So, as a child you learn how to sit on a chair but do not 
need to be taught how to sit on logs, on walls or on the floor. You just transfer your basic ‘how to sit’ 
expertise naturally, prompted to do so by the situation you find yourself in. Or as a car driver you hire a 
van to move your furniture around and find that, although there are some differences in the floppiness of 
the gear lever and the whereabouts of the horn, nevertheless the dashboard and general feel of the van 
prompts you sufficiently to recall your car driving skills such that you can transfer them to the van. 

High-road transfer is different. It occurs when learning is used in situations that are different from the 
original context of learning and when whatever you are doing does not prompt you into responding 
automatically. So, as an adult faced with a demanding project to manage, you manage to remember an 
important principle that one of your teachers taught you when they encouraged you always to set aside 
time to think about and plan anything that was really important. You therefore apply this to the project at 
hand. In fact your teacher, canny person that she or he was, had originally got you to think about other 
situations in which you might use the ‘planning is essential’ principle, so maybe it is less surprising that 
you end up doing so. This kind of transfer Salomon and Perkins call ‘forward reaching’ (precisely because 
it was taught with future application in mind).  

The other kind of high-road transfer – backward looking – requires the learner to summon up a learning 
strategy from an earlier time and apply it to an apparently unrelated context. An example could be a 
situation in your school where you are hugely irritated by another member of staff and on the point of 
losing your cool when you remember something that your mother taught you – counting to 10 when 
under stress (whether an accident while playing or a tantrum). 
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You slowly count to 10 and your anger at your colleague subsides. In this case the high-road transfer has 
been of the backward-looking kind. 

The central issues uncovered by this theory of transfer are perfectly expressed in the abstract to their 
paper: 

Low-road transfer depends on extensive, varied practice and occurs by the automatic triggering of 
well-learned behaviour in a new context. High-road transfer occurs by intentional mindful 
abstraction of something from one context and application in a new context. 

Salomon & Perkins, 1989: 

In How people learn (Bransford et al, 2000), emerging thinking about learning transfer is helpfully 
summarised to stress the importance of a number of factors, including: 

 the need for a threshold of knowledge 
 time on task and practice 
 learning with understanding rather than learning by rote 
 teaching in varied contexts 
 developing understanding of how you might use learning later on 

In his most recent book, David Perkins (2009) returns to the issue of transfer. He describes two kinds of 
lazy thinking – the Bo Peep or the Lost sheep theories. Bo Peep, like the nursery rhyme, assumes that if 
you leave learners (sheep) alone they’ll work it out and return of their own accord (‘wagging their tales 
behind them’). Lost sheep reckons that the whole thing is too complicated to waste time on; learning, like 
sheep, just gets lost along the way. The third way, according to Perkins is for teachers to play the role of 
‘good shepherd’. 

There are plenty of things that teachers and leaders can do to ensure the likelihood that they shepherd 
the transfer of learning (Table 2). 

Table 2: Low-road versus high-road learning transfer 

Low-road High-road 

 Practise in lots of different contexts. 
 Make learning real, not a pale imitation. 
 Role play and imagine different variants. 
 Use real-world problems and issues. 

 Think about future use when you first learn it. 
 Use models, images and rules to abstract the 

learning. 
 Look for connections all the time. 
 Encourage lots of reflection about the process. 

Question to ponder 
How might you improve the transfer of learning in your school? What can you do to help staff 
teach for transfer? How might thinking about learning transfer affect your role as a middle leader? 
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5. Becoming an expert learner requires 
practice 
Earlier, when looking at the connection between learning and wellbeing, we noted the desirability of 
finding optimally challenging tasks for pupils. And we have just been seeing how to ensure effective 
transfer, learners need to practise in many different contexts. Learning, in short, requires considerable 
effort over a period of time. 

Just how much time is needed and what kinds of practice work best is an area of learning that is often 
neglected in schools. While it may be a topic of conversation among music and sports teachers it is rarely 
shared more generally. Anders Ericsson has suggested that it takes 10,000 hours to become an expert in 
almost anything (Ericsson et al, 1993) and that certain kinds of practice work better than others.  

Ericsson has called the kind of approaches that work best ‘deliberate practice’. Deliberate practice, as its 
name implies, involves identifying the key elements of any activity that need to be improved and then 
working systematically on them. This will always require repetition. But repetition that is just mindless 
and unfocused may not help. Often it will mean isolating the hard bits and working on them. The more 
feedback is available to someone practising, the better, since we practise best when there are clear 
targets against which our progress can be checked. Ericsson and his colleagues summarises their thinking 
as follows:  

The most cited condition concerns the subjects' motivation to attend to the task and exert effort to 
improve their performance. In addition, the design of the task should take into account the 
preexisting knowledge of the learners so that the task can be correctly understood after a brief 
period of instruction. The subjects should receive immediate informative feedback and knowledge 
of results of their performance. The subjects should repeatedly perform the same or similar tasks. 

Ericsson et al, 1993: 

Of course as any teacher knows, sustaining motivation for constant repetition is extremely challenging. 

Question to ponder 
How could you ensure that those teachers with whom you work most closely really understand 
deliberate practice and how best to integrate it into their classroom practice? 
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6. Learning that is worthwhile actively 
engages the learner 
We are born curious. We are intrinsically motivated to create meaning out of our experiences. In fact 
human beings are the most highly developed learning organisms on the planet. Yet our enthusiasm for 
discovering new things can wane as we grow older. Such a diminution of our learning energy normally 
happens because of a negative thought or feeling (insecurity, fear of failure, punishment, being mocked 
and so on). 

The most powerful way of redressing this almost inevitable challenge is to make learning so worthwhile 
that it engages learners. As Barbara McCombs puts it: ‘Curiosity, creativity and higher-order thinking are 
stimulated by relevant, authentic learning tasks of optimal difficulty and novelty for each student 
(McCombs & Whisler, 1997).  

Underpinning this idea of authenticity and active engagement is a growing body of knowledge about what 
is often referred to as ‘constructivist learning’. At the heart of this view of learning is the belief that 
learning is an active process in which the learner plays a role in constructing meaning. Some core 
principles of constructivist teaching have been summarised by John Savery and Thomas Duffy (1995): 

1. Anchor all learning activities to a larger task or problem.  
2. Support the learner in developing ownership for the overall problem or task.  
3. Design authentic tasks.  
4. Design the task and the learning environment to reflect the complexity of the environment in 

which the learner should be able to function at the end of the learning.  
5. Give the learner ownership of the process used to develop a solution.  
6. Design the learning environment to support and challenge the learner's thinking. 
7. Encourage the generation of alternative ideas, views and contexts.  
8. Support opportunities for reflection on both the content learned and the learning process 

throughout the learning. 

Question to ponder 
This paper starts with a quotation from Eric Hirsch: ‘For most subjects, a pedagogy that mixes 
indirect, lifelike methods and direct, focused ones will yield the highest student interest and 
attainment’. Does this make sense to you? As a middle leader, how can you balance the need for 
authentic engagement with the necessity for focused, teacher-led tasks? Take a specific topic you 
teach and explore this question with it in mind. 
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7. Learning involves feeling as well as 
thinking 
While we have known for a long while that learning involves thinking, it is only comparatively recently 
that we have woken up to the importance of emotions – or our affective responses – in our lives. We 
have discovered that, in almost everything that we do, emotions play a significant role. The age of 
enlightenment, when rational thought was the order of the day, was so powerful that its influence could 
be felt in education throughout much of the 19th and 20th centuries. As a consequence it was not until 
the 1980s through the popularising work of Daniel Goleman on emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1996) 
that workplaces and schools began to legitimise feeling responses to life as an integral part of the 
learning experience. 

For many years emotion was a nuisance. It interfered with the dispassionate workings of reason. Of 
course this is silly. But the fact the social and emotional aspects of learning have only recently been 
introduced into both the primary and secondary curriculum is an indication of the time it has taken for the 
emotional aspect of learning to be fully recognised. 

Question to ponder 
To what extent are you encouraging both feeling and thinking responses from pupils in 
classrooms? When you next observe a lesson, keep a tally of how often pupils are being invited to 
talk about and analyse their feelings. 
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8. Learning involves social as well as 
individual processes 
We have known that the social elements of learning are important for almost a century. Arguably the first 
research in this area was conducted by Edward Thorndike who, writing in Harper’s Magazine in 1920, 
talked of social intelligence as being able to ‘act wisely in human relations’.  

Specifically in terms of learning, however, it is Lev Vygotsky who helped us to see just how much of 
learning is social. In a direct challenge to Jean Piaget (who saw young learners as only being able to act 
in certain ways once they had reached specific developmental stages), Vygotsky suggests that social 
learning actually precedes development: 

Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first on the social level, and later, 
on the individual level; first between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child 
(intrapsychological).  

Vygotsky, 1978: 
Knowledge, Vygotsky argues, is something that we construct socially through our interactions with our 
peers and with those who are more knowledgeable than ourselves. 

Chris Watkins (2005) has taken the idea of a community of practice and explicitly applied it to the 
classroom. In a deliberate attempt to move away from the paradigm that says ‘learning = being taught’, 
he has focused on the fact that the way a classroom is managed is a more significant variable than any 
other in terms of helping learning (see Wang et al, 1990). Taking this as his starting point, Watkins has 
sought to identify those elements of practice in the classroom community that are most beneficial for 
learning. Watkins describes three stages in the development of learning communities: 

1. Classrooms as communities, which Watkins describes as where the teacher is building a sense 
of community in which students are actively engaged and have a chance to shape the way 
things are organised. 

2. Classrooms as communities of learners put the spotlight is on learning (rather than on, say, 
teaching). There is likely to be an emphasis on students generating their own questions, high 
levels of interaction between students and good levels of engagement. 

3. Classrooms as learning communities places the emphasis on the active creation of knowledge 
by all concerned, including the teacher. Watkins explains, ‘A classroom run as a learning 
community operates on the understanding that the growth of knowledge involves individual 
and social processes’. In such contexts learners not only take responsibility for themselves and 
their peers but also for what needs to be known. 

Question to ponder 
To what extent are you currently developing social intelligence in pupils in your school? What 
methods or techniques could you introduce to your school to promote social learning? How can you 
turn your classrooms and your staff team into learning communities? 
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9. Learning involves doing as well as 
thinking 
Just as we once used to separate out emotion from reason, so we have for too long taken the doing out 
of learning. In real life we think with our hands. Thinking and doing are intertwined. An actor walks 
around to help with the learning of lines. A sculptor thinks with her hands as she moulds the clay. It turns 
out that even doodling improves cognitive performance (Andrade, 2009). As Jacob Bronowski (1974) put 
it: ‘The hand is the cutting edge of the mind’.  

The new area of research that is contributing most to this aspect of learning is embodied cognition. This 
is demonstrating quite simply that to separate practical from theoretical learning is often unhelpful, for 
thinking and making are more closely aligned in our minds. Seymour Papert is a key figure in reuniting 
thinking and making, for it was Papert who realised that Piaget had got it wrong.  

As children grow up, they do not move from physical learning through imaginary learning and on to 
formal or rational learning, leaving the earlier modes behind as they outgrow them. Quite the reverse: as 
they progress, so their capacity for practical learning becomes more and more intricate and powerful. 
Children do not move through stages in a linear way; they develop a richer and deeper repertoire of 
learning strategies which combine thinking and doing (see Papert & Harel, 1991; for a fuller explanation 
of practical intelligence, see Lucas & Claxton, 2010). 

Question to ponder 
To what extent are you encouraging both doing and thinking responses from pupils in classrooms? 
When you next observe a lesson, keep a tally of how often pupils are being invited to undertake 
practical rather than thinking tasks. Which do they do more of? 
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10. Learning requires reflection 

Reflection is the science of living. It is the means by which we extract the learning from our experience in 
life and in learning. For while it is smart to make mistakes in an attempt to learn new and difficult things, 
to make the same mistake repeatedly is dumb. 

As A A Milne reminds us, it is hard to make time to stop and think: ‘Here is Edward Bear, coming 
downstairs, now, bump, bump, bump, on the back of his head behind Christopher Robin. It is as far as he 
knows the only way of coming downstairs, but somewhere he feels there is another way, if only he could 
stop for a moment and think of it’ (Milne, 1926). 

One of the most cited authorities in this area is Donald Schön (1983). While Schön’s theory of reflection-
in-action has been highly influential in the design of teaching practice for student teachers, and is widely 
used in the training of other professionals such as nurses and care workers, it has not found its way into 
the classroom.  

Reflection-in-action is essentially thinking on your feet. So for example, when something unexpected 
happens you might express surprise, but then you might want to go back and check something out 
before you continue with a particular course of action. Schön contrasts reflection-in-action with reflection-
on-action, essentially the off-line review function in learning (for example, mulling over why you did what 
you did after the event, and dreaming up better ways of handling the situation next time). Schön’s 
approach to learning is a kind of formative assessment and, therefore, not a million miles away from 
approaches used in assessment for learning (AfL). 

Question to ponder 
How do you make time for your own reflection as a leader to ensure that you do not end up 
constantly ‘bumping your head against the stair’? 
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11. Learning is influenced by mindset 

When it comes to accounting for success in learning at school, we normally focus on either effort or 
attainment. But while it is clear that effort matters, simply trying your best is not enough. And attainment 
is all too often a proxy for intelligence or ability. It turns out that there is a third factor that is extremely 
powerful – mindset. Through the work of Carol Dweck (1986; 2006) in particular, we know that 
cultivating a growth mindset is one of the most important things that a learner can do. Indeed learners 
who adopt this kind of mental orientation tend to seek challenge, see making mistakes as an inevitable 
part of the learning process and, above all, to see a direct relationship between the effort they put in and 
the rewards they might reap. By contrast, learners who acquire a fixed mindset almost inevitably sell 
themselves short. 

For many years it was believed that intelligence was fixed. This belief is sometimes attributed to the 
influence of IQ although its inventor, Alfred Binet, did not share this view and actively protested against 
the ‘deplorable verdict that an individual’s intelligence is a fixed quantity’ (Binet, 1909).  

Over the last 20 or so years, researchers in the USA – Carol Dweck (1986), Lauren Resnick (1987) and 
David Perkins (1995) are three of the most significant – have shown that intelligence is indeed 
expandable and that a significant element of our ability to get more intelligent is linked to the mindsets 
we cultivate. 

Resnick puts it like this:  

Students who, over an extended period of time are treated as if they are intelligent, actually 
become more so. If they are taught demanding content, and are expected to explain and find 
connections… they learn more and learn more quickly. They think of themselves as learners. They 
are [better] able to bounce back in the face of short-term failures. 

Resnick, 1999: 

In one study (Blackwell et al, 2007), Dweck took a group of 12-year-olds in New York and, over an 8-
week period, spent a total of 3 hours teaching them about the expandability of intelligence, showing that 
their brains were more like a growing muscle than something that had a fixed size. She encouraged them 
to see their learning more as a matter of effort and strategy than ability. At the end of the intervention, 
their engagement and their mathematical understanding were compared with a group who had been 
taught about memory strategies – but not about the expandability of intelligence – for the same length of 
time. The first group had significantly raised their intelligent engagement with their learning; the second 
group had not. 
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Dweck shows the value to young people in terms of their attainment and confidence in thinking of their 
mind as expandable; what she calls a growth mindset. Learners who believe that their minds, like their 
muscles, are expandable constantly seek to improve themselves. They are likely to make better progress 
and to see hard work as a potentially pleasurable activity. Mistakes are also viewed as an indication that 
real learning is taking place. 

By contrast, learners with a fixed mindset tend to attribute their success to the fact that they were born 
clever. These young people are not especially motivated to expend effort as they do not believe that such 
an investment is likely to bear fruit. If things go wrong repeatedly they can easily seem helpless. 

If we want to cultivate a growth mindset then we need to surround young people with stories of success 
born of hard work. We will want to seek to notice what it was that learners did that enabled them to 
improve. The kind of metaphors we may want to employ when talking about the human mind will, 
according to Dweck, associate it with a learning machine or picture it as having learning muscles. There is 
now a growing body of research that explicitly connects the possession of a growth mindset with success 
in life and at school (Dweck, 2006). 

Question to ponder 
What can you do to cultivate a growth mindset in classrooms? How might Dweck’s research 
change your school’s approach to reward, especially the ways in which you praise pupils? 
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12. Learning is learnable 

We all know that subjects such as French are learnable, as are maths, geography or art. We can also 
clearly learn how to chair a meeting, manage our emotions and even become a more effective middle 
leader. But what about learning? Arguably the most important of these 12 principles is the knowledge 
that learning is itself learnable. You can get better at learning5 and we as teachers and leaders can help 
young people and adults to get better, too. 

Guy Claxton6 has developed a really useful tool which at a glance suggests some of the ways in which 
this rather abstract principle can manifest itself to learners. It includes statements such as:  

I stick at things even when they are hard. 
It helps to understand if I put myself in other people’s shoes. 
I plan my learning carefully. 
I can change tack when I’m learning if needs be. 
I learn well as part of a team. 

Statements like these help pupils (and teachers) to keep track of their progress as learners. They also 
help to expand their repertoire of vocabulary when it comes to talking about their development. 

Activity 3 

Go back through each of the 12 principles and create a learner statement similar to the ones listed 
above, turning each principle into a practical expression of confidence. 

If you were taking principle 11, for example, it might be something like: ‘You can improve how 
intelligent you are by hard work.’  

5 See, for example, research by the Campaign for Learning and by the ESRC-funded Learning how to 
Learn research project in classrooms, schools and networks. 
6 See www.tloltd.co.uk/buildinglearningpower.php 
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The 4-6-1 model of learning 

The 4-6-1 model of learning is published in Claxton et al (2010) and is a development of one described in 
Lucas & Claxton (2010). At the Centre for Real-World Learning we have been trying to move from theory 
into practice and to help us do this we have developed a model of learning which we hope may prove 
practically useful for teachers (Figure 1). 

It is very much a work in progress and I offer it here as a means of structuring a final activity in which 
you can take an aspect of learning in which you are particularly interested and develop your own thinking 
in greater depth. 

Figure 1: The 4-6-1 model of learning 
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In the inner ring we have put what we think of as the four core elements of a learner’s toolkit, 
investigating, experimenting, imagining and reasoning. We have borrowed the phrase ‘habits of mind’ 
from Art Costa and Bena Kallick (undated) to describe these.  

Investigating means being good at finding out. This may involve searching, finding, collating and 
evaluating information. It requires powers of observation, contemplation, concentration and 
attention. It takes perceptiveness with regard to details and patterns.  

Experimenting means crafting, tinkering and trying things out. It involves attempting to improve 
products and performances. It takes the skills of practising, playing, improvising as well as 
automating and refining. It requires individuals to be able to get the best out of whatever 
resources are available. 

Imagining means making use of our inner theatre. It takes skilled mental rehearsal and 
visualisation. It calls on the use of analogies and metaphors and involves giving space for the 
prompts, hunches and inklings of our intuition. 

Reasoning means thinking things through carefully. It takes methodical fault-tracing and logical 
problem-solving. It requires the use of language and symbols to describe and reason. It involves 
deduction, rational link-making, reasoned analysis and argument. It needs effective use of 
knowledge and theory to construct explanations. 

Six frames of mind – the dispositions and attitudes that support the central four habits of mind – sit in 
the outer ring of Figure 1. These are curiosity, determination, resourcefulness, sociability, reflection and 
wisdom. 

Curiosity involves having an inquisitive attitude, being open to wonder and puzzlement, being full 
of questions. It is driven by a desire to get below the surface of things and by scepticism towards 
conventional truths and knowledge claims. It is bolstered by a sense of optimism and belief in the 
efficacy of learning. 

Determination involves resilience and persistence in the face of difficulty. It requires tolerance of 
effort, confusion and error. It calls for patience, a willingness to try new things and take risks and a 
belief in the expandability of abilities and ability itself. 

Resourcefulness involves alertness to the resource possibilities of space, people and materials. It 
requires the collection, customisation, manufacture, maintenance and use of tools of all kinds.  

Sociability involves an openness to questioning and discussion, and being able to hold one’s own in 
debate whilst staying open-minded. It calls on collaboration and conviviality as a team player. It 
requires the skilled giving and receiving of feedback. 

Reflection involves taking a step back to consider strategic options, and being your own teacher. It 
calls for self-awareness rather than self-consciousness. It draws on memories and stored 
impressions. 
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Wisdom involves knowing what is true and what really matters, and developing a good sense of 
one’s own passions, vocations and interests. It requires self-direction and intrinsic motivation. It 
calls on individuals to cherish their own identity as a growing expert and to experience the quiet 
pride of a job well done. 

At the centre of our model is presence of mind. 

Presence of mind is the core of real-world intelligence. This is where the learner brings his or her 
mind fully to bear on the learning, deciding how to deploy resources optimally. 

Activity 4 
In pairs, talk about the 4-6-1 model. What do you like? What is missing? 
Now choose one of the four habits or six frames of mind.  
Select a topic or subject that you both teach (or at least that one of you knows and can act as a 
context for the activity). 
How could you blend content and process to ensure that knowledge and learning skills are 
developed? Sketch out your thinking on paper. 
How could you use the 4-6-1 model as the focus of in-service training (Inset) in your school? 
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Middle leaders and learning 

Middle leaders have a vital role in leading learning, for they sit at the interface of pupil and staff learning. 
Middle leaders who understand and apply a rich understanding of learning7 will significantly contribute to 
the performance of their school and the chances of success in life of their pupils. This will be evident in 
their own teaching, in the way they approach curriculum planning and organisation, in the way they talk 
to children and young people, in their approach to staff development and, above all, through the way 
they act as learning role models.  

Middle leaders also have a real opportunity to contribute to the creation of a school that has a real culture 
of learning, where experimentation is encouraged and where learning is really understood. Middle 
learners will, at different times, model each and every element of the 4-6-1 model we have been 
describing and they will have strategies for cultivating each of the different elements in others.  

Leading from the middle is challenging and exciting, for middle leaders have multiple roles. On the one 
hand having curriculum and/or pastoral responsibility and oversight, and on the other still with a foot in 
the classroom, you have a unique opportunity to influence colleagues and pupils alike. It is through the 
middle leadership of a school that a genuine culture of learning can be developed and embedded. Schools 
where teachers combine high levels of subject expertise with a sophisticated understanding of learning 
are playing a major role in raising standards and overcoming social inequality. 

The habits of mind you adopt as a leader will be critically important in determining whether and how your 
school really has a culture of learning. Of course you will have to engage in the mechanisms of school 
improvement and accountability, a given of contemporary education. But how much you genuinely 
become involved in cultivating the habits of mind of effective learners, modelling these yourself, noticing 
them in others, talking about them and providing opportunities for children and adults to stretch their 
learning muscles will be the true test of your commitment to learning. 

Exactly what the wider skills or habits of mind are has been written about extensively elsewhere (Lucas, 
2001; Claxton, 2002; Lucas & Claxton, 2009). But I want to end with just four which I believe to be core. 
From research I have undertaken in the context of Alder Hey children’s hospital in Liverpool (Lucas & 
Buckley, 2009), I suggest that these four attitudes are critical: 

1. Improvement focused – skilled in the science of learning and always talking about improving 
learning even when very busy 

2. Questioning – What are we improving? Why are we doing it? How are we doing it? How do we 
know if it is helping to make improvements? Who else is doing it well? 

3. Facilitating – actively engaging others, always showing that ‘we’ are stronger than ‘I’ 
4. Empowering – demonstrating, observing, sharing and mentoring others 

Each of them begs a number of questions, with which I leave you. 

Questions to ponder 
How do you know if children are becoming better learners? What are the most important things 
that middle leaders can do to improve the quality of learning? How will you know if they are 
working? How can you develop a culture of genuine enquiry where questioning is truly 
encouraged? What examples can you think of where your own style of leadership is at its most 
facilitative and empowering? 

7 An understanding of learning how to learn is a key element highlighted in West-Burnham (2009). 
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